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Inspired by the recent renaissance of machine learning as an important part
of AI, which has become possible by immense stored data volumes of varied
provenance, ever larger working memory and processor capacities and fast net-
working, the discourse on AI has arrived at the centre of our society.

More than ten years ago we published a special issue of the journal “Künstliche
Intelligenz” with a focus on Cultural Heritage and AI (No. 4/2009) [2]. This
gives rise to the question what changes have taken place in the field of cultural
heritage.

The issue dealt with, inter alia,

– Building knowledge networks from cultural heritage data by federating
data bases of memory institutions;

– Knowledge transfer and education : Fostering group conversations in the
museum café;

– Disclosure of texts through linguistic annotation and analysis with empha-
sis on their semantic content; also by means of virtual working environ-
ments;

– Classifying named entities and time specifications in text corpora;
– Conceptual modelling for the documentation of architecture.

Besides “close reading” there are first approaches to “distant reading”, but not
yet for images.

Another attempt to explore the potential of AI for research in a humanities
discipline from the same time is Juan Barcelo’s “Computational Intelligence in
Archeology” (2009) [1]. Written with a firm background in philosophy of sci-
ence, various scenarios for an “Automated Archeologist” which relies essen-
tially on machine learning, are critically examined:

– Discovering the function of tools
– Reconstructing incomplete data
– Understanding what an archaeological site was
– Explaining ancient societies
– General common sense understanding

Different methods are presented for visual and non-visual (textual) analysis,
the analysis of shape, texture and composition, for spatiotemporal analysis and
approaches to historical and social explanation.

Since then, national and international funding programmes for the digital
cultural heritage and, more recently, for research data infrastructures have been
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set up, supporting comprehensive retro-digitisation projects and new digital
creations.

The current situation can be characterised as follows:

– Mass digitisation, indexing, networking, mediation: A dramatic increase of
digital data corpora, both through retro-digitisation and genuinely digitally
generated can be observed, especially also of image collections, 3D models,
and multimedia data. In progress is the federation of corpora by integrators
such as Europeana or PHAROS (photo archives), but still insufficient on the
semantic side.

– Still a lot of manual annotation is going on (cf. Amazon Mechanical Turk);
for training sets there are severe problems with biases.

– Great progress has been made in methods of Machine Learning (Deep Learn-
ing) with applications in OCR for handwriting and deciphering of closed
books and object recognition as well as automatic annotation of works of
art. There are first approaches to Explainable AI, which in my opinion can
only be achieved by hybrid systems (cf. modelling).

– Modelling: Continuous development of CIDOC CRM, a general reference
ontology for the cultural heritage sector with extensions for specific pur-
poses. Recent work is focussing on ontology design patterns and Linked
Open Data. Apart from problems of vagueness, uncertainty and inconsis-
tency in the sources, the implementation with Semantic Web techniques
opens up a potential for inferencing; however, mass data cause significant
performance problems.

On the institutional side, in particular with memory institutions (GLAM), there
are still problems with the diversity of institutions, cultures and objects (after
Sanderson [4]):

– Libraries: Many non-unique information-carrying objects
– Archives: Many unique information-carrying objects
– Museums: Relatively few unique image-carrying objects
– Conservation (science): Activities to research and preserve (unique) objects

So, the goal is to make our diverse digitally available cultural heritage easily
usable by standardized and sustainable applications.

It is fascinating to see that already in our journal special issue (2009) trans-
displinarity in the true sense (according to Mittelstrass [3]) has been addressed
and that AI techniques can make decisive contributions. Beginning with a re-
view of the networking possibilities of semantic object documentation in cul-
tural and natural history museums, the federation of cultural heritage and sci-
ence data could represent a starting point for transdisciplinary research reach-
ing beyond the capabilities of particular disciplines. Working on modelling and
simulation of complex systems such as medieval cities, in contrast to interdis-
ciplinary work, the disciplines involved will themselves change through syner-
gisms. The treatment of difficult questions in a holistic dimension will lead to
new problem-oriented ways of knowledge generation, development and trans-
fer.
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This brings us directly to a comprehensive research, development and me-
diation project, the European Time Machine, which is downright paradigmatic
in our context (cf. the Time Machine Manifesto [5]). Without going into detail
about the project architecture, only a few decisive steps towards their broad
target portfolio should be mentioned, which all require AI methods: Compre-
hensive digitisation of a variety of historical sources requires a series of extrac-
tion pocesses, including document segmentation and “understanding”, align-
ment of named entities and simulation of hypothetical spatiotemporal 4D re-
constructions. Data acquisition goes hand in hand with modelling – in partic-
ular of events, actors, place, and time – and long term preservation. Important
contributions of AI are expected from the fields of computer vision and pattern
recognition, natural language processing, machine learning, knowledge repre-
sentation and processing and simulation. Looking back to the beginning of the
project some seven years ago, a lot of progress in techniques from all subfields
of AI has been made, but there is still a long way ahead. According to Sander-
son [4], we are facing three core challenges; AI should be able to provide tools
to meet them:

1. Diverse, inconsistent data
2. Plurality of access methods and audiences
3. Strategy for sustainability

Combined with fundamental studies in social sciences and humanities, the gap
in historical knowledge – illustrated by Kaplan’s “mushroom” (Time Machine
Manifesto [5], p.10) – is supposed to be reduced by various forms of inference
and simulation. Important tasks for AI are the building hypotheses by finding
“interesting” regularities also by inductive reasoning and testing them against
resilient data, but also a unified access to European history as Linked Open
Data through the Semantic Web. Other fields of activity for AI are with the
mediation of culture: Education has requirements in providing localised and
customised data and extremeley enhanced levels of detail. New smart algo-
rithms must be developed that can meaningfully extract information and cre-
ate knowledge from noisy, heterogeneous and complex data at a massive scale.
In cultural tourism, e.g., information is required in different levels of granu-
larity for the preparation of visits, the visits on site, and follow-up processing.
There are high expectations in providing plausible and reliable explanations
(“Explainable AI”) in causal chains and we must be aware to carefully distin-
guish causality from correlation. Coping with incompleteness, ambiguity, and
vagueness will be our steady companion.
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